Spreadsheets are among the most commonly used applications for data management and analysis. Perhaps they are even among the most widely used computer applications of all kinds. However, the spreadsheet paradigm of computation still lacks sufficient analysis.
Introduction
Spreadsheets are the desktop counterpart of databases and OLAP in enterprise-scale computing. They serve basically the same purpose -data management and analysis, but at the opposite extreme of the data quantity scale. Spreadsheets are very popular, and are often described as the very first "killer app" for personal computers. Today they are used to manage home budgets, but also to create, manage and examine extremely sophisticated models and data arising in business and research. In his keynote speech [5] during SIGMOD 1998 Bill Gates spoke about the role and challenges for spreadsheets:
A lot of users today find the true databases complex enough that they simply go into either the word processor, with the table-type capabilities, or into the spreadsheet, which I'd say is a little more typical, and use that as their way of structuring data.
And, of course, you get a huge discontinuity because, as you want to do database-type operations, the spreadsheet isn't set up for that.
And so then you have to learn a lot of new commands and move your data into another location.

What we'd like to see is that even if you start out in the spreadsheet, there's a very simple way then to bring in software that uses that data in a richer fashion, and so you don't see a discontinuity when you want to move up and do new things.
But that's very easy to say that. It's going to require some breakthrough ideas to really make that possible.
Despite that encouragement, relatively little research has been devoted to spreadsheets and consequently they are still poorly understood. Spreadsheet correctness is another important topic.
Microsoft Excel
TM files are quite common as a form of supporting online material for the Science journal. On the other hand, Science provides an example of a scientific controversy [3, 6] that finally turned out to be related to the design of a spreadsheet used for data analysis. In Spring 2013 a number of Excel errors was uncovered [7] in a very influential economical paper [14] , claiming a causal relationship between high national debt and negative economic growth. That paper had had a significant impact on world economics and politics. However, after the errors in the spreadsheet are corrected, the data does not support the claims of the authors anymore. It is clear, that the correctness of spreadsheets is a fundamental issue. European Spreadsheet Risks Interest Group EuSpRIG http://www.eusprig.org with its annual conference are devoted to the problems with spreadsheets. The main topic of this article is to offer a method to create spreadsheets in a fully automated way for a wide class of data transformations. The class we implement are all queries definable in the relational algebra. This is our answer to the challenge posed by Bill Gates: the spreadsheet by itself has the ability to express all relational queries, and hence the step from spreadsheet to a database can be made already in the spreadsheet. The full automation of the translation process reduces the number of human-introduced errors in the spreadsheet application, in which the spreadsheet formulas produced in the translation are used.
The contribution
The present paper offers a twofold contribution. It is an extended version of an earlier paper [16] , which demonstrated, that Excel (and other spreadsheets) are capable of storing and querying relational data, and can thereby serve as database engines. At that time we thought about spreadsheets implementing relational queries as of small, desktop databases storing a few hundreds, perhaps a few thousand rows of data. Crucially, this is achieved without any use of macros written in an external programming language, like Visual Basic. One might consider our construction as an implementation of a relational database operations on a completely new type of (virtual) hardware, provided by the spreadsheet. Certainly, the Excel formulas resulting from the translation can also be inserted into another workbook, becoming a part of a larger spreadsheet application. Now we extend this claim by demonstrating an automated translator, which converts any query written in the relational algebra into an equivalent spreadsheet. Worksheets necessary to perform relational queries are usually complex and their creation by hand can be cumbersome and prone to errors. Thanks to our compiler their creation can be automatized. We have also implemented more advanced features of SQL in our translator. Firstly, it is a complete implementation of NULL values, according to the three-valued logic of SQL. Secondly, we prepared efficient sorting algorithms that compute their result by evaluating formulas rather that by some external mechanisms. Thus, they can (but do not have to) be automatically recomputed when the data in the spreadsheet is changed. Thirdly, we implemented transitive closure query that for the first time had appeared in SQL:1999. As a model of spreadsheet syntax and semantics we take the Microsoft Excel TM [12] .
Application scenarios
We have identified two main ways of utilizing our work.
Small database
We believe that there is a market niche for a small relational database implemented in a spreadsheet. It is a lowend solution, in terms of performance. However, there is a market for low-end mobile phones, for low-end computers, and similarly there is also a market for a low-end database solutions. A user of Microsoft Office can create and use a small relational database by applying our solution. This could be facilitated by a public WWW accessible "query compiler", where the user types in an algebra expression and Figure 1 : The idea of a database implementation in a spreadsheet. A Java program translates a relational algebra query in XML representation into an equivalent spreadsheet. Errors appearing in the worksheet are intended.
gets a couple of spreadsheet formulas to copy and paste into his/her workbook, which implement the functionality he/she needs in a reliable way. Moreover, many people and small businesses buy MS Office with Access to store just a few thousand tuples. With our solution they could buy a significantly cheaper version without Access and have principally the same abilities. Of course, they could also use one of the free database solutions, like PostgreSQL or MySQL. However, these RDBMS's do not integrate so easily with other elements of MS Office, and require technical skills necessary to install, configure and maintain, while spreadsheet can be actually a very good interface for a database, as argued in [11] . In particular, it allows inexperienced users to create queries stepwise.
Spreadsheet error rate reduction
The second possible use of our solutions is the automated creation of data transformation formulas for Excel spreadsheets. They can be inserted into existing spreadsheet applications, performing complex data manipulations. Today many users create such formulas manually, which results in high error rates and incomprehensible spreadsheets. We believe, that a typical relational query, written in SQL or relational algebra, is significantly easier to create and understand than its spreadsheet implementation. From this point of view, translating queries into the language of spreadsheet formulas is translating a higher-level language into a lower-level one. Relational transformations can also be used to asses and improve the quality of data in spreadsheets. Many wellknown integrity constraints can be enforced by SQL queries. The same goal can be therefore achieved by spreadsheet translations of relational queries. If they are inserted to an existing spreadsheet, they can indicate violations of integrity constraints.
Related work
To the best of our knowledge, the problem of expressing relational algebra and SQL in spreadsheets has not been considered before in the setting we adopt here, prior to [16] .
The following results are the most similar to our work. [11] proposes an extension of the set of spreadsheet functions by a carefully designed database function, whereby the user can specify and later execute SQL queries in a spreadsheet-like style, one step at a time. These additional operators were executed by a classical database engine running in the background. Our contribution means that exactly the same functionality can be achieved by the spreadsheet itself. Two papers [18, 19] describe a project, later named Query by Excel to extend SQL by spreadsheet-inspired functionality, allowing the user to treat database tables as if they were located in a spreadsheet and define calculations over rows and columns by formulas resembling those found in spreadsheets. In the final paper [20] a spreadsheet interface is offered for specifying these calculations, which had to be specified in an SQL-like code in the earlier papers. Finally, [10] describes a method to allow RDBMs to query data stored in spreadsheets.
There is also a number of papers which discuss various methods to support high-level design of spreadsheets, in particular [1, 2, 8, 9, 13, 15, 17, 21, 22] . Some of them consider spreadsheets from the functional programming perspective.
Technicalities
We assume the reader to be basically familiar with spreadsheets. The present article is written to make the solutions compatible with Microsoft Excel, from version 2007 onward. This version introduced a number of new functions, absent in the earlier versions of Excel. They allowed us to simplify implementations of several operators, when compared to the conference paper [16] , which offers solutions compatible with older versions of Excel. These new functions are not supported in open source spreadsheet systems at the time of this writing. Below we discuss the most important elements of Excel we use, but this presentation is not exhaustive: we sometimes use functions not presented below.
R1C1 notation
We use the row-column R1C1-style addressing of cells and ranges, supported by Excel. This notation is easier to handle in a formal description, although in everyday practice the equivalent A1 notation is dominating and proba-bly easier to understand. (Therefore our translator produces worksheets in the A1 notation. A user who wants to see them in the R1C1 notation must change the appropriate setting in the Excel options.) The key advantage of the R1C1 notation becomes evident when we enter a formula into a cell, click a small handle in the lower right corner of it and extend its boundaries either horizontally or vertically. This operation results in copying the content of the initial cell to the new, larger area of the worksheet. Now, in the A1 notation the formulas must be suitably modified, so finally in every cell of the larger range we have a different formula. In the R1C1 the formulas resulting from filling are identical as the initial one, which makes our explanations in the paper simpler. In the R1C1 notation, both rows and columns of worksheets are numbered by integers from 1 onward. For arbitrary nonzero integers i and j and nonzero natural numbers m, n the following expressions are cell references in the R1C1 notation:
The number after 'R' refers to the row number and the number after 'C' to the column number. If that number is missing, it means "same row (column)" as the cell in which this expression is used. A number written in square brackets is a relative reference and the cell to which this expression points should be determined by adding that number to the row (column) number of the present cell. A number without brackets is an absolute reference to a cell whose row (column) number is equal to that number. For example, R[-1]C7 denotes a cell which is in the row directly above the present one in column 7, while RC [3] denotes a cell in the same row as the present one and 3 columns to the right. If R or C is itself omitted, the expression denotes the whole column or row (respectively), e.g., C7 is column number 7. For referencing cells in other worksheets, RC may also be used, and references the cell whose row and column numbers are equal to the address of the cell in which this expression is located.
IF function
IF is a conditional function in spreadsheets. The syntax is IF(condition,true branch,false branch). Its evaluation is lazy, i.e., after the condition is evaluated and yields either TRUE or FALSE, only one of the branches is evaluated. It can be therefore used to protect functions from being applied to arguments of wrong types, trap errors, and, last but not least, to speed up execution of queries by avoiding computing certain branches.
MATCH and INDEX functions
We mostly use MATCH using the syntax MATCH(cell,range,0). It returns the relative position of the first value in range which is equal to the value in cell, and an #N/A! error if such a value does not appear there. A call MATCH(range,cell,1) is correct only if range is sorted in ascending order. Then, such a call to MATCH returns the relative position of the largest value in range that is less than or equal to the value in cell. INDEX is used in the syntax INDEX(range,cell). This function call returns the value from range whose relative position is given by the value from cell.
COUNTIFS
In Excel 2007 two new highly expressive functions COUNTIFS and SUMIFS appeared for the first time. The function COUNTIFS counts rows (columns, resp.) satisfying multiple criteria, which can refer to several columns (rows, resp.). The general syntax is
where each of the ranges rng has the same dimension. If the input ranges are columns, the function returns the number of rows r such that the rth value in column i satisfies criterion cr i for i = 1, . . . , k. In the dual form, the calculation proceeds in the same way, except that rows take over the role of columns and vice versa. For example, in the context of the worksheet depicted in Fig. 2 , the formula
) returns 2, since there are two rows in the data, in which a number smaller than 3 is accompanied by the string "a". Note the way of creating criteria, which can be expressed by a string produced by concatenating (operator &) the inequality sign with the reference to the numerical argument, or by a value or reference, in which case the condition is, by default, equality. 
SUMIFS
This time the syntax is SUMIFS(sum rng,rng 1 
The operation of SUMIFS is quite similar to that of COUNTIFS, except that the rows are not counted, but the values in column sum rng are summed over the rows satisfying the criteria. Similarly as before, the dual form exchanges the roles of rows and columns.
ROW and COLUMN
The function call ROW() returns the number of row in which the call is located. Similarly, COLUMN() returns the number of column in which the call is located.
Architecture of a database implemented in a spreadsheet
In this article, we disregard a number of minor issues arising in a practical implementation of the database operations in a spreadsheet. First of all, there is the obvious limitation on the number and sizes of relations, views and their intermediate results, imposed by the maximal available number of worksheets, columns and rows in the spreadsheet system at hand. Next, the size of the data values (integers, strings, etc.) is also limited. The variety of data types in spreadsheets is also restricted when compared to database systems. The overall architecture of a relational database implemented in a spreadsheet is as follows. Given a specification of a query in the relational algebra, its implementation is created by our query compiler, in the form of an .xlsx file. The resulting spreadsheet implementation of the query is a single worksheet, consisting of the necessary number of columns for the data tables and, next to them, the columns perfirming the computations. Initially there are always two rows of formulas, and the user is supposed to mark the second row of the formulas and fill with its content as many rows as necessary, taking into account the size of the relations to be processed and the expected size of the output. The first row should be left untouched, because sometimes it contains formulas which differ from those which fill the remaining rows. The columns performing computations are not supposed to be edited by the user. The formulas which appear there calculate the consecutive values of the result of the query.
Besides the result columns of the query, the view worksheet typically contains a number of columns with formulas, which calculate and store intermediate results emerging during query evaluation. When the user manually enters data into the tables, the automatic recomputation of the spreadsheet causes the output of queries to be computed and appear in the columns with the result.
Theoretical Level: Relational Algebra
We assume the semantics over fixed domains of (the spreadsheet's implementations of) integers, booleans, texts, so that a relation is a set or multiset of tuples over these domains, in the form implemented in the spreadsheet software.
Compositionality
We assume the unnamed syntax for the relational algebra: relations and queries have columns, which are numbered and do not have any names. Sometimes we consider the expressions C1, C2, etc., as the names of the worksheet columns, as well as the names of the columns in relations.
The representation of a relation r of arity n is a group of n consecutive columns in a worksheet, whose rows contain the tuples in the relation.
We must now resolve a question peculiar to the spreadsheet representation of databases. This is the representation of rows which do not contain any data -let us call them NO-DATA-NULL. The most obvious method is to assume that an empty worksheet cell corresponds to a NO-DATA-NULL. Unfortunately, this method does not work. The reason is that the processing of data elements is performed by formulas. However, a formula in Excel cannot evaluate to an "empty cell". That cell is occupied by the formula, hence it is not empty. Formally, the function ISBLANK with a cell containing a formula as an argument returns FALSE. So the empty cell representation of NO-DATA-NULL excludes compositionality. A possible workaround is an empty string, but this may potentially lead to problems with data elements of the text type. For them an empty string is not NULL. Therefore we decided that rows of relation r in which there are no tuples of r are assumed to be filled with the NO-DATA-NULL value #N/A! produced by the formula =NA(). The user can replace them by the new tuples of the relation. #N/A! is never a component of a tuple in a relation or query. Therefore either all cells in a row contain that error, or none does. The rows of tables and queries evaluating to #N/A! are called null rows henceforth. The representation of a relational algebra query Q of arity m is a group of l+m consecutive columns in a worksheet. Initial segments of all its rows are filled with formulas (identical in all cells of each column), which calculate the tuples in Q. We assume that the formulas in the last m columns should return either (a component of) a tuple in the result of Q, or the NO-DATA-NULL #N/A!. The additional l columns are also filled with identical formulas, which calculate intermediate results. A worksheet of this kind can be created by entering the formulas in the first row, and then filling them downward to span as many rows as necessary. This uniformity assumption means in particular, that the formulas are completely independent of the data they will work on. However, we would like to stress that there is no reason to reject non-uniform implementations, should they prove to be more effective or permit formulating queries inexpressible in a uniform way. In the following we will consider both set and bag (multiset) semantics of the relational algebra. In the first case, duplicate rows are not permitted in the relations and queries; in the latter they are permitted. However, even in the set semantics a spreadsheet representation of a relation may contain many null rows. Furthermore, the representation may be loose if null rows are interspersed with the tuples, or standard if all the tuples come first, followed by the null rows. Consequently, we have loose-set, loose-bag, standard-set and standard-bag semantics. No matter which of the above semantics we have in mind, the result of the query appears exactly as if it were a table, and can be used as such. Now the only thing necessary to compose queries is to locate their implementations side by side in a single worksheet and change input column numbers in the formulas computing the outermost query, to agree with the column numbers of the outputs of the argument queries (and then the output columns of the argument queries become the intermediate results columns of the composition). Therefore, queries represented in this way are compositional. Now it suffices to implement each of the following relational algebra operators from [4] in Excel:
• Two operations specific to spreadsheets, absent in [4] : error trapping and standardization (converting to standard form).
• Sorting.
• Duplicate removal δr.
• Selection σ θ r.
• Projection π i,j,... r.
• Union r ∪ s.
• Difference r \ s.
• Cartesian product r × s.
• Grouping with aggregation γ L r, where L is anycombination od operators SUM, COUNT, AVG, MAX and MIN applied to the columns of r.
Additionally, we implement two important operators, which can theoretically be defined using those listed above, but deserve independent implementations, of much better performance.
• Semijoin r ⋉ θ s, where θ is an equality of two columns,
• Join r ⊲⊳ θ s, where θ is an equality of two columns. 
Practical Level
This part is devoted to the discussion of the implementation issues of our translator, including the NULL of SQL:1992 and a single important feature of SQL:1999: the CONNECT BY query constructor. It is less detailed than the previous section, and is more dependent on the particular properties of Excel.
NULL values
NULL values are unavoidable in practical implementations of relational databases. They lead to a three-valued logic that also has to be implemented. Analogously to many programming environments, spreadsheets do not have any feature that can be easily adopted as the database NULL. Therefore we offer an implementation of NULL. This is a NO-VALUE-NULL, not to be confused with the previously discussed NO-DATA-NULL. Indeed, the specific feature of our implementation of database queries in Excel is that they always process a fixed number of rows of the input tables. It does not matter how many of them are actually occupied by data. Hence, we must distinguish between NO-DATA-NULL that means "there is no row of data here" and a quite different NO-VALUE-NULL meaning "there is a row of data here, but this attribute has no value". Our choice is to represent NO-DATA-NULL by the error #N/A! which is generated by the function NA( 
Algebra compiler
Worksheets necessary to process queries composed of a single relational operator are rather complex. In case of queries composed from multiple operators and especially multi-way joins, resulting Excel formulas are almost intractable for humans. Therefore, an application of the described technology by typical clerks is hardly possible. In order to cater for their needs we have developed a compiler of queries. Its inputs are queries formulated in the relational algebra. For each query, the compiler produces an empty worksheet that implements the given query. We implemented the whole relational algebra and beyond, i.e. the projection, the selection, the equijoin, the Cartesian product, grouping, basic aggregates (sum, min, max, average, count), duplicate removal, sorting and set operations (union, difference and intersection). The compiler is implemented in Java. A user can define his/her query in XML or directly using the Java API. If the XML method is chosen, the XML definition (representing an algebra term) will be parsed to a sequence of calls to appropriate Java methods.
The tool is available for download at http://www.mimuw.edu.pl/˜jty/Translating/. The page also contains installation instructions and examples. We illustrate the operation of our compiler using an example query.
Assume a database table connections on railway connections that has three columns: departure, arrival and length. Each of its rows describes a directed connection from the station departure to the station arrival of the given length. As in spreadsheets we cannot define names for columns in algebra expressions we have to distinguish them by their indexes. Therefore we reference departure as 1, arrival as 2 and length as 3. Let us identify pairs of stations that are not connected directly, but the travel between them requires one change. In SQL we can formulate this as the following self join:
SELECT c1.departure, c2.arrival FROM connections c1, connections c2 WHERE c1.arrival = c2.departures MINUS SELECT c.departure, c.arrival FROM connections c;
In order to construct a spreadsheet to run this query using our tool, one would run the Java code from Fig. 3 . The central part of this code is the query:
indented here to indicate the logical structure of the expression. The rel("tab",3) references the relation composed of the first three columns of the spreadsheet and assigns it the name tab. Then ref("tab") is used to reference this relation in other parts of the algebra term. In this example it is used to perform a self join. The operator eqJoin is the most complex of the implemented operators which performs the equality join. Here it uses the second column of the first relation and the first column of the second relation. The result is a relation starting with the common column followed by the remaining columns of the first relation which are in turn followed by the remaining columns of the second relation. In this example eqJoin results in a relation with five columns. These are the connecting station, the departure station, the length of the first part of the connection, the arrival station and the length of the second part of the connection. Further, operators are self-explanatory. The project defines the produced columns ({1, 2} and {2, 4}). Finally, the operator diffSet is the set theoretic difference between the two relations. As this example shows the user can easily transform algebra expressions into spreadsheets. The only complication is caused by the need to inline table definitions as ranges of Excel columns. However, when the tables are defined, the rest is straightforward. The extended code in Fig. 4 shows how to:
1. instantiate an algebra expression in Java code, 2. create the spreadsheet formulas (execute method), 3 . write them to the standard output for debug purposes, 4. store the algebra expression in an XML file, 5. store the resulting spreadsheet in an Excel file and eventually 6. read the algebra expression from the XML file.
The algebra XML file in this case looks as in Fig. 5 . Users can also create their own algebra expressions using this XML format, if they find this way more convenient than Java API. If a user chooses this modus operandi, he/she will use the call to readAlgebra to create Java objects for the query and then execute will be called to create the worksheets. We prepared a command line tool that accepts such XML files and produces Excel spreadsheets. The user can define a query using a Java expression or an XML file, and then provide the definition to the command line tool in order to get the empty worksheet implementing the query. For the convenience of users this command line tool can be packaged into a classic or web GUI. The user who needs to run a query could then open the web GUI in the browser, input the definition of the query (a structural editor might also be provided) and then download the desired spreadsheet to execute the query on his/her desktop. )); Result r = t.execute(); System.out.println(t); System.out.println(r.getResultRelation()); System.out.println(r.getFormulas()); AlgebraToSpreadsheet ats = new AlgebraToSpreadsheet(); ats.storeAlgebra("indirect_connections.xml",t); ats.writeExcel("excel_indirect_connections.xlsx",r); t = ats.readAlgebra("indirect_connections.xml"); System.out.println(t); <?xml version="1.0"?> <Diff> <Project indexesToProjectOn="2, 4"> <EqJoin> <Relation relation="A-C" alias="tab"/> <Reference refersTo="tab"/> <index1>2</index1> <index2>1</index2> </EqJoin> </Project> <Project indexesToProjectOn="1, 2"> <Reference refersTo="tab"/> </Project> </Diff> 
Transactions
A database expressed as a spreadsheet in general cannot be accessed concurrently, hence there is no need for transactions for concurrency control. Transactions for recovery are supported in the following form: COMMIT is executed by saving the current state of the workbook, while ROLLBACK is done by re-reading the spreadsheet from disk. "Undo" (Ctrl-Z) offers a form of ROLLBACK to fine-grained save points.
Fast sorting
The solution to the problem of sorting presented in the Appendix plays only the role of a proof-of-concept. It attests that a sorting procedure necessary to implement numerous operators of relational algebra is feasible in spreadsheets. Therefore, we did not optimize the sorting used in the translator. In this Section we describe an efficient linearithmic implementation. We adopt the well-known bottom-up mergesort algorithm and simulate a sorting network over the data range. A spreadsheet with an implementation of our algorithm is made available at http://www.mimuw.edu.pl/˜jty/Translating/. It includes two worksheets one with a condensed version with fewer columns per step and one with many auxiliary columns for easy human understandability. Below we refer to the latter spreadsheet. In the first step, pairs of neighbouring cells are sorted. The next step leaves sorted quadruples, and so on, until the whole data range is sorted. Obviously, if n items are to be sorted, log n steps are needed. In the spreadsheet model of computation we cannot reiterate values in a cell. Thus our fast sorting does not work in place, but rather uses a logarithmic number of columns, i.e. successive columns are needed for successive steps. Such an organization can be compared to a sorting network. As we work bottom-up, for each step we easily compute the size of the sorted subsequences by obtaining the number of the step with the help of the COLUMN function. The merging is done by maintaining helper indexes for merged subsequences in auxiliary columns. Such indexes are computed based on the indexes from the previous row and the choice of the element made in that row. We could do it without the auxiliary columns by encoding several values in one cell, for example as IND1:IND2:CHOICE:VALUE, but we choose not to do it for the sake of readability. Concerning the complexity of this implementation, for sorting n items it consists of n rows of formulas, and logarithmic number of columns, O(n log n) formulas in total. The formulas in turn either access a constant number of neighboring cells and, in some of the columns, call INDEX function to return a particular element from the input column of unsorted items. Theoretically, the complexity of this operation is O(log n), resulting in O(n log 2 n) total complexity. However, test we have performed indicate that the time necessary to execute INDEX in Excel does not depend on the number of data elements in the input range, so in practice our sorting works in O(n log n) time, for n not exceeding the number of rows available in Excel.
Transitive closures of hierarchies
Although not covered in relational algebra, recursive queries to hierarchical data are often encountered in practice. Such data is ubiquitous. In shops we have product categorization. Companies have numerous corporate hierarchies of employees (manager-subordinate), organizational units (unit-subunit) or projects (project-subproject) etc. In order to query hierarchical structures recursive queries have been introduced. First, they emerged in Oracle database in the form of the famous CONNECT BY clause, and then SQL:1999 adopted them as recursive common table expressions. In this Section we describe our spreadsheet implementation of recursive queries over hierarchies.
A spreadsheet with an example implementation of our algorithm is available at http://www.mimuw.edu.pl/˜jty/Translating/. Below we refer to it, discssing our implementation. In this, and only this section we employ in a crucial way yet another functionality of Excel: indirect addressing 1 . For that purpose we employ the function INDIRECT.
The syntax is INDIRECT(ref text, [a1]).
The INDIRECT function syntax has one required argument ref text, which is a string representing a valid address in the spreadsheet. For nonvalid references INDIRECT returns the #REF! error value. The optional argument is a logical value idicating if the address is in A1 notation (indicated by TRUE or missing argument) or in R1C1 notation (indicated by FALSE). The result of the function is the value of the cell to which the textual address refers. The key advantage of this function for the present task is that it allows several cells located in one column to be connected by references, which are determined only at runtime. Another function used for that purpose, for instance INDEX, would create circular references in this case. In the solution we propose the pattern of indirect references between the cells will follows exactly the edges of the hierarchy tree. Assume a table emp with HR records with identifiers and names of employees and identifiers of their managers. Its columns are empno, ename and mgr. The subtree of employees under a given manager (say King) can be computed, e.g., by the following query in Oracle database:
SELECT ename, level FROM emp START WITH empno = 7839 CONNECT BY PRIOR empno = mgr;
The above empno indicates Mr/Ms King, the president of the company. For each direct and indirect subordinate of King, this query prints his/her name and the depth in the subtree of Kings's subordinates. In spreadsheets we implement such queries by traversing the subordinate tree in preorder. It is easy to follow thanks to the use of multiple auxiliary columns. We start by making sure that the input is sorted with respect to the managers id of each employee and we locate the root using the MATCH function described in Section 3.3, i.e., we find the row corresponding to King. Then, for each encountered row we simulate the preorder traversal. While producing the result rows we keep track of the row number in the input table corresponding to them (which allows us to access empno and ename values) as well to the row number in the result table corresponding to their parents (which allows us to access all the parents data). With the use of the MATCH function and thanks to presorting of the input table we can find the range in the input table where the subordinates are located. Thus, we can check whether the currently visited node has following (unvisited) siblings in the employees tree or if it is the last one. We use this information after visiting the subsequent subtrees. In the first case we continue with visiting the following siblings. In the second case we return to the parent. This backing up can occur several times in a row, e.g., for the maximum right node of a taller tree. Since we cannot reiterate values for a given row, i.e., cannot implement a tail recursion, in spreadsheet we have to produce extra result rows for each backing up. As the result of this procedure, we obtain the record of pre-order traversal with doubled number of entries (for each original row we have two entries: for starting visiting of a given subtree and for leave it), which afterwards has to be filtered out, using the usual method employed for selection (see Section A.4). Eventually, we have the same result as the above SQL:1999 statement.
Conclusions, further research
We have demonstrated that the relational algebra can be naturally expressed in a spreadsheet. Thus, we have shown the power of the spreadsheet paradigm, which subsumes the paradigm of relational databases on the theoretical level. This can be understood as an implementation of a relational database on a completely new type of (virtual) hardware. We also presented a query compiler that accepts queries formulated using relational algebra and produces empty worksheets that implement those queries. The structure of worksheets for nontrivial queries is quite complex. Thus, their creation is too tedious for a typical user of desktop office solutions and very prone to errors. Our compiler provides such users with simple interface to create necessary spreadsheet for their desired queries. Apart from relational algebra, we also implemented a number of advances SQL features, like genuine NULL values with orthodox three-valued logic, efficient sorting and SQL:1999 recursion. As the next steps we plan to
• develop a methodology to optimize SQL queries executed in a spreadsheet;
• check whether spreadsheets can naturally implement other models of databases, like semi-structured or object-relational ones.
Software availability
The Web page of this paper is hhtp://www.mimuw.edu.pl/˜jty/Translating/, from which the software described in this paper can be accessed, inluding:
• The relational algebra to Excel translator, described in Section 6.2.
• Excel implementation of a CONNECT BY query from the SQL:199 standard, described in Section 6.5.
• Excel implementation of a sorting algorithm, working in time O(n log 2 n), described in Section 6.4.
A Descriptions of chosen operators
In this appendix we describe Excel implementations of a few chosen interesting cases from the list of the relational algebra operators from [4] :
Additionally, we have implement two operators, theoretically definable using those listed above.
• Join r ⊲⊳ θ s, where θ is an equality of two columns.
A.1 Notation
We use the following convention for presenting our implementations: COLUMNS =FORMULA means that =FORMULA is entered into each cell of the COLUMNS, which may be specified either to be a single column (e.g. C5 ) or a range of a few columns (e.g. C5:C7), or a single cell (e.g. R1C5), and in each case belongs to the columns with intermediate values.
In a few cases we first fill a complete column with formulas, and then override the formula in the first row. This is used to create columns in which the first formula differs from those in the subsequent rows. The notation * COLUMNS =FORMULA
indicates that formulas located in COLUMNS calculate the output of the query.
In the examples presented here the arguments of the algebra operators are binary or ternary relations. Except for the standardization and sorting, in all other cases we assume the input to be in the standard form, i.e., null rows are at the bottom.
A.2 Error trapping
If we replace a formula =F, which may produce errors, by =IF(ISERROR(F),X,F), any error produced by =F is replaced by the value of another formula X, and otherwise the value is the same as the value of =F.
A.3 Sorting
Now we describe an implementation of sorting, which is a generalization of standardization. We assume that columns C1:C3 contain the source data and we sort in ascending order by the values in C1. In either case, the formulas cumpute in RC5 the number of entries in column C1 which are smaller than or equal to RC1 plus the number of entries equal to RC1 in R1C1:RC1. This is the number of the row into which RC1 should be relocated during sort. Now RC6 contains the number of the row in which the number of the present row appears in C5.
Finally the formulas in RC7, RC8, RC9 fetch the values from columns C1, C2, C3 from the row calculated in RC6. An important property of this operation is that this form of sorting is stable.
A.4 Selection
Selection is an operation, whose implementation is to some extent left to the user. The mechanism requires the user to provide an Excel formula, which should return TRUE for tuples which satisfy the selection condition and FALSE for those, which do not. Then the rows to be eliminated are replaced by NO-DATA-NULL and finally the relation is normalized. An example is as follows, where the input relation is stored in C1: C2 =OR(AND(TYPE(RC1)=1,RC1<10,RC1>0),
AND(TYPE(RC1)=2,LEN(RC1)<=100))
This is the selection formula. It returns TRUE for numbers in the interval (0, 10) and texts of length at most 100, and FALSE otherwise.
This formula eliminates unwanted tuples.
The final three columns of formulas do the normalization, using a mechanism similar to that used for sorting.
In column C4 we compute a sequence of nondecreasing numbers, so that the first occurrence n in this column accompanies the n-th non-NULL value in column C3.
Next MATCH from row n in column C5 finds this first occurence, and finally the formula in row n of C6 fetches the n-th uneliminated value. This mechanism permits specifying selection conditions which go beyond what is normally permitted in SQLin our example we have a formula which would not typecheck in SQL. On the other hand, the user is responsible for encoding this condition in the form of a spreadsheet formula, in particular for handling NULL values.
A.5 Difference
Assume that we are given two relations located in C1:C2 and C3:C4, respectively. Then use the following formulas to calculate their set difference. The resulting relation is always a set, because the operator removes duplicates and elements of the second relation at the same time. The result relation is also normalized. For the bag semantics we have the following construction: * C5 =IF(COUNTIFS(C3,RC1,C4,RC2)< COUNTIFS(R1C1:RC1,RC1,R1C2:RC2,RC2),
The resulting relation is loose.
A.6 Cartesian product
Assume that two relations are located in C1:C2 and C3:C4, respectively. Then use the following formulas to calculate their Cartesian product. The construction below works only for relations in standard form, otherwise the standardization is necessary first.
calculate the cardinalities of the relations to be processed.
creates R1C5 blocks, the i-th block being R2C5 copies of RiC1:RiC2.
repeats in circular fashion the consecutive rows of C3:C4 a total of R1C5 rounds.
Note that in this case, the set or bag form of the initial relations is inherited by their product.
A.7 Grouping with aggregation
In the following, we assume that the relation to be processed is located in C1:C10. We wish to express the grouping, which in SQL can be declared as follows:
We have the following problems:
• For each separate grouping performed we leave one row from each group:
-for MIN(C3) and MAX(C4) we leave the row where the actual minimum or maximum is attained;
-for the remaining operators we leave the very first row of each group together with the computed aggregate.
• Now we may have between 1 and 3 entries for each group, with different aggregations, which must be unified to produce a single row with all aggregates. 
A.8 Semijoin
Assume that we are given two relations located in C1:C2 and C3:C4, respectively, and we wish to compute the equisemijoin C1 : C2 ⋉ C1=C3 C2 : C3. This is achieved in the following way. The formulas C5 =IF(ISERROR(MATCH(RC1,C4,0)),NA(),RC1) C6 =IF(ISNA(RC5),NA(),RC2) empty the rows from C1:C2 which do not belong to the semijoin. The resulting relation is loose and should be normalized.
A.9 Join
Let two relations be located in C1:C2 and C3:C4, respectively, and the equijoin C1 : C2 ⊲⊳ C1=C3 C3 : C4 should be computed. It is computed according to the decomposition C1 : C2 ⊲⊳ C1=C3 C3 : C4 = (C1 : C2 ⋉ C1=C3 C3 : C4) ⊲⊳ C1=C3 (C3 : C4 ⋉ C3=C1 C1 : C2) Then, denoting this the set of elements in this common projection by X, we can further decompose the join into the sum x∈X {x} × π C2 (σ C1=x (C1 : C2)) × π C4 (σ C3=x (C3 : C4)).
We will call the expressions {x} × π C2 (σ C1=x (C1 : C2))× π C4 (σ C3=x (C3 : C4)) blocks of the join. The Excel implementation of the above idea is as follows. The initial phase of computing the join consists of application of several other operators, according to Fig. 6 . The real join creation takes place in columns C33:C42. At this moment, columns C27:C28 contain C36 contains the numbers of rows at which the consecutive blocks of the join should begin minus 1.
R1C37 =SUM(C[-2])
This number is the total cardinality of the join to be produced. In the last three columns we fetch the right x ∈ X, then the relevant element of σ C1=x (C1 : C2) and the relevant element of σ C3=x (C3 : C4), creating that tuple of the join.
